
The HP ProOne 400 G6 is an all-in-one PC that can  
also function as an additional 20” display. It combines 
a contemporary design with first-class performance, 
collaboration, security, and manageability features.

HP devices:  
Meeting the demands  
of modern education

RM has been a pioneer of learning technology for 50 years and has developed a close 
partnership with HP. This allows us to offer fairly-priced devices specifically designed to 
meet the needs of today’s students and teachers, ensuring that learning is inclusive and 
accessible to all.

Today’s students and teachers increasingly expect to access connected learning tools and 
consumer-friendly devices as part of the modern learning experience. And because quality is built 
into every stage of HP’s product development process – from concept and design to manufacturing 
and testing – you can trust them to meet your IT requirements.

RM’s curated HP solutions are expertly designed for use in primary and secondary education. And if 
you have specific requirements, we can work with you to provide tailored devices.

From evaluating your needs to end-of-life device recycling, RM can support you at every step of 
your purchasing journey.

HP from RM – what you need to know
HP Pro Series: For hybrid workstyles

The HP ProBook 440 14” G9 Notebook has a refined, 
compact design for easy mobility. It comes with 
resilient HP Wolf security and a range of collaboration 
tools to enhance productivity in and out of class.

The HP Pro series also features HP Pro mini desktops 
and small form factors, which provide users with the 
same outstanding performance and features they 
expect from an HP PC in a more compact chassis.



HP Chromebooks: Reliability at an affordable cost

Students can learn, collaborate, and videoconference 
from anywhere with our HP Chromebooks – the world’s 
thinnest 11” Chromebooks for education. These hard-
working devices run on easy-to-use Chrome OS.

The MK option comes with the latest MediaTek MT8183 
octa-core processor and offers up to 16 hours of battery 
life – to multitask all day at school and last the bus  
ride home.

For teachers who need more screen space, our 14” HP 
Chromebooks are staff essentials. The narrow bezel 
display and optional wide-angle touchscreen let teachers 
monitor student and classroom activity simultaneously. 
And the wide-angle HD webcam and dual mics provide  
an exceptional video conferencing experience.

HP Fortis: Stay productive, whatever happens

Accidents can occur anywhere – especially in schools – so 
the Fortis range from HP takes the sturdiness of the standard 
range to another level. RM offers ruggedised 11” and 14” HP 
Chromebooks for go-anywhere, do-anything learning.

These durable Chromebooks have passed MIL-STD 810, a 
drop test from the height of a school desk, and a range of 
other assessments. Full-skirted anchored keyboards resist 
dust and spills of up to 350 mL.

HP EliteBooks: The power of mobility

The dynamic nature of modern learning demands extra 
mobility from your devices. HP EliteBooks are thin and 
light – designed to take your teaching anywhere. 

Despite the sleek design, the HP Elite series doesn’t 
compromise on performance. Gigabit-speed WiFi 
connectivity, long battery life, and new audio and  
video features create an almost face-to-face virtual  
teaching experience.



Z by HP workstations: When you need even  
more performance

If you find that device limitations are preventing students 
from doing their best work, RM can help you build high-
performance HP workstations to suit your additional 
needs. With over a million possible configurations, from 
customisable ports to tailored software, HP’s Z Series 
workstations are ideal for data-intensive subjects.

HP Z Workstations are designed to stay quiet during even 
the heaviest workloads. When a creative student is “in the 
zone,” the sound of a Z system won’t interrupt their creative 
flow – perfect for recording studios or game design.

To ensure your high-performance devices won’t damage the 
environment, we test all Z by HP Workstation components 
for materials required to be eliminated by ecolabels such as 
EPEAT and TCO. and those we voluntarily restrict.

Setup and integration

The HP devices selected by RM are built to enable learning straight out of the box. If you need further 
support, we will work with you to understand your specific needs and create a bespoke after-sales 
package. Our flexible IT options can provide anything from supporting your in-house team to a fully-
managed service. 

To find out how your school can benefit from our range of HP devices, contact RM today.

Sustainability first technology

HP aim to be the world’s most sustainable and just tech 
company by taking urgent action to combat climate 
change, protect human rights, and accelerate digital 
equity. Its ambitious Sustainable Impact strategy has 
also helped it win the following awards:

• HP is the first and only tech company to receive an 
‘A’ CDP rating across Climate, Forests, Water, and 
Supplier Engagement

• In 2022, HP was named The Energy Star Partner of 
The Year award for the fifth year running

• In 2021, HP was named among the 100 Most 
Sustainable Corporations in the World for the 
seventh year running

• In 2021, HP received a platinum EcoVadis award and 
was rated among the top companies for corporate 
social responsibility efforts for 12th time running

• In 2021, HP was given the honour of being one of 
the world’s most ethical companies by Ethisphere – 
one of 135 to receive this honour



Summary of key  
HP features:
• World-class design
• Powerful performance
• Tested to be trusted
• Built-in security
• Easily tailored

Why RM chooses  
HP devices for education:
• Accessible and mobile
• Simple to use
• As rugged as you need
• Always up-to-date
• Priced for education

“The IT support we get from RM is excellent value for money. 
You receive a professional service that gives peace of mind and 

the reliability of technology that works.”
Trevor Taylor, Chief Operating Officer,  

The Constellation Trust Ltd/Sirius Academy North

All HP Pro devices, Chromebooks, 
EliteBooks, and Z series undergo the HP 

Total Test Process. This rigorous assessment 
ensures that HP products demonstrate 

superior reliability across a wide range of 
applications and environments.

RM only works with companies that strive 
towards a better future. In 2022, HP ranked 
in the top 50 in a global survey to find the 

100 most sustainable corporations, featuring 
in the list for the seventh year running.

HP Chromebook 11 –  
The world’s thinnest 11”  
rugged Chromebook for education.
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